LISA ELLE
BEST SELLING FINANCIAL AUTHOR &
WEALTH SPEAKER

As seen in/on:

ABOUT LISA

Discover the 5 things you need in
place to create a solid financial base
for your future and learn the #1
secret that is killing your wealth.

Lisa Elle is the owner of Ellements Financial Group, creator of
The Wealth Collective™, author of the Canadian best selling
financial book STRUT: How to Kick Financial ASSets in Sexy
Shoes & host of the Money Makeover Podcast. Lisa has been a
wealth strategist and Certified Financial Planner® for over 20
years and is passionate about helping women create financial
clarity and fund their dreams. She has an alphabet frenzy of
financial designations behind her name like BMgmt, CFP, FCSI,
CHS, CEA, CPCA, EPC, CCS, RIS. Lisa brings full energy, laughter,
relatability and FUN to all her talks while delivering a powerful
message. Her message is all about how you can create financial
clarity for your life, fund your dreams and live your legacy.

FUND YOUR DREAMS

For Lisa’s full bio, please go to: ellementsgroup.com/about

SPEAKING TOPIC SAMPLES
#WEALTHWORDS

8 wealth mindsets crucial to
growing your wealth for today.

CREATING YOUR UNSTOPPABLE
UNAPOLOGETIC FINANCIAL BASE

Why it's important to get a handle
on your purpose and "why" so you
can create a financial plan for your
future.

PRAISE FOR LISA

Specific Topics Will Be Tailored To Your Event

BOOKING INFORMATION
30 Minute Workshop
60 Minute Workshop
Keynote Address
Half-Day Seminar
Full-Day Seminar

$250 - $500
$500 - $1,000
$3,000
$3,000
$5,000

"Lisa is an incredible presenter bringing
the energy and money message in a fun
way."
Natalie F., Owner, NFID

"Lisa's inspirational talk gave me the
money breakthrough I needed to move
my business forward. Thank you for
sharing your financial passion &
knowledge with us."
Christine L., Engineer & Entrepreneur

Discounts Available for Non-Profit
Organizations, Schools & Church
Groups. Book discounts for
attendees or travel expenses option
fee. Travel fees taken in
consideration with speaker fees.

For more information please
contact Pam at:
587.577.3553
admin@ellementsgroup.com
ellementsgroup.com

